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32. Common description of a crone. (4)

33. Small and red, when to read the bonnet. (6)

34. Colour of cows in folklore and in the oldest 

Irish manuscript. (3)

35. Where the Velveteen Rabbit lives. (6)

36. Curse by malevolent glare. (4,3)

Down

1. The boy who never grew up. (5,3)

2. Period of rule such as by evil queen or 

benevolent emperor. (5)

3. See 3 across

4, 11 across. What the to do if you want to find 

a corpse, and arrange to be a torment. (5,1,4)

5. It was all a bit of a let-down for Rapunzel. (4)

7. German king of the fairies, and title of story 

by Angela Carter. (3-4)

11, 26 What the wolf has mixes up a nasty 

frontage. (5,2,1,6)

12. Wilhelm and Jacob. (8)

13. Born at the winter solstice, Cernunnos has 

one on his head. (6)

15. The beast whose skin hides the king’s 

daughter, and that had golden droppings. (6)

20. Diminutive fishwife who makes a Faustian 

bargain. (7)

21. What the corpse tries to do to “The Youth 

Who Went Forth to Learn What Fear Was” on 

his third night. (8)

26. See 11 down

27. Gajeel of the Fairy Tail Guild. (6)

30. What fairy godmothers solve things in. (5)

31. In the Norwegian equivalent of 

Rumplestiltskin collected by Peter Christen 

Asbjørnsen, what the girl has to call each old 

woman who helps her. (4)

Across
1. The occupation of Pippilotta Långstrump’s

family. (7)

3, 3 down. Australian collector of fairy tales. 

(6,6)

6. A rhyming tale by La Fontaine that satirises 

man and shoddy authors. (3)

8. Original profession of principal character of 

“A Dozen at One Blow”. (6)

9. Upon a time. (4)

10. What the fish swallows according to 3,3. (4)

11. See 4 down

12, 25. Her house has chicken legs. (4,4)

14. Son of an illiterate washerwoman who 

specialised in self-pity. (8)

16. French tale collected by Paul Sébillot : Le 

Merle d’… (2)

17. The person who comforts charlotte-rose de 

la force in Bitter Greens by Kate Forsyth (3)

18. First name of Scottish collector of folk and 

fairy tales who created many coloured books. 

(6)

19. What you can expect to find under a bridge. 

(1,5)

22. The hours before Christmas Day or the 

eponymous heroine of one of the Grimms’ 

tales. (3)

23. The third thing the giant says, sounds like 

his enemy. (2)

24. Wife of the Nutcracker’s arch enemy. (5,3)

25. See 12 across

28. Alternative word for “elves” used by Dryden 

in “Fables, Ancient and Modern”(4)

29. Nom de plume of Frank Westbury when 

writing fairy tales. (4)
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